July 26, 2017
Shaikh Hamad bin ‘Issa Al Khalifa
Office of His Majesty the King
P.O. Box 555
Rifa’a Palace, al-Manama, Bahrain
Fax: +973 1766 4587
Your Majesty,

We write to you on behalf of the Committee on Academic Freedom of the
Middle East Studies Association of North America (MESA) to condemn the
sentencing of the prominent human rights defender Nabeel Rajab to two
years’ imprisonment, as well as the conditions of his detention. Our
Committee has written to you about Mr. Rajab on two previous occasions –
16 June and 5 December 2016 – to register our deep concern at his continued
incarceration over charges from the multiple cases against him, and at the
apparent political motivations behind the broader suppression of freedom of
expression and thought in your country. In the current letter, we wish to
express our dismay at Mr. Rajab’s conviction for disseminating rumors and
spreading false news, in addition to reports that the conditions of Mr. Rajab’s
detention have contributed to a significant deterioration in his health. We
urge you to act promptly to address the weaknesses in due process that the
cases against Mr. Rajab expose.

MESA was founded in 1966 to support scholarship and teaching on the
Middle East and North Africa. The preeminent organization in the field, the
Association publishes the International Journal of Middle East Studies and has
nearly 3000 members worldwide. MESA is committed to ensuring academic
freedom and freedom of expression, both within the region and in connection
with the study of the region in North America and elsewhere.
As President of the Bahrain Center for Human Rights and a founding director
of the Gulf Center for Human Rights, Nabeel Rajab is one of the most
internationally acclaimed human rights advocates in Bahrain and the wider
region. In 2011, MESA presented its Academic Freedom Award in 2011 to
Mr. Rajab, who received it on behalf of the faculty, staff, and students at
institutions of higher education in Bahrain who had spoken out against
abuses of state power during the year. In 2012, Mr. Rajab was a finalist for
the prestigious Martin Ennals Award for Human Rights Defenders, an
international distinction awarded by ten of the world’s leading human rights
NGOs. Mr. Rajab’s attempts to hold the state publicly accountable for abuses
of power have resulted in repeated periods of incarceration since 2012 and
the imposition of a travel ban in 2014 that prevented him from leaving the
country.
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Mr. Rajab was arrested in June 2016 after making allegations on social media
about torture in Bahraini prisons and in the Saudi-led military campaign in
Yemen. In September 2016, Mr. Rajab’s family reported that he had been
moved to solitary confinement after the New York Times published an
opinion piece by him entitled “Letter from a Bahraini Jail.” After another
article, “Berlin et Paris, révisez vos liens avec les monarchies du Golfe,” was
published in Le Monde in December 2016, Mr. Rajab’s family reported that
Bahraini officials had interrogated him and referred both articles to the
Public Prosecutor as possible violations of Article 134 of the penal code,
which covers “false or malicious information.”

Although a court in Bahrain ordered his release on bail on 28 December
2016, Mr. Rajab was rearrested immediately over separate interviews he had
given on television in 2015 and 2016, and charged with making “false and
malicious” statements by criticizing the Bahraini authorities’ refusal to allow
journalists and human rights organizations into the country. In April 2017,
Human Rights Watch reported that Mr. Rajab underwent an operation to
correct a urological/colorectal condition. Just two days after the procedure,
and against medical advice, he was taken back to his cell at Manama’s East
Riffa police station with an open wound, and was at high risk of infection due
to the unsanitary conditions in the cell. On the third day after the operation,
Mr. Rajab was transferred to the Public Security Forces Clinic in Qalaa
suffering from a range of medical issues that are said to include heart
palpitations, a low white blood cell count, and depression.

In addition to the two-year jail term on the charges described above, we note
with alarm that Mr. Rajab faces additional charges of “offending a foreign
country”’ and “offending national institutions” based on his criticism in
March 2015 of the launch of the Saudi-led military operations in Yemen and
the conditions that led to the outbreak of a riot at Jaw Prison near Manama
that month. These charges carry, respectively, a two- and a three-year prison
sentence, under Articles 215 and 216 of Bahrain’s penal code. We consider
the sentencing of Mr. Rajab, and the ongoing legal proceedings he still faces,
to be part of a systematic campaign to target and silence opposition and
human rights voices who seek to hold the Bahraini government to account
for its actions. Two opposition political groups – Al-Wefaq National Islamic
Society and Wa’ad, the National Democratic Action Society – were dissolved
in July 2016 and May 2017 and their leaders imprisoned. Al-Wasat, Bahrain’s
only independent newspaper, was closed down in June 2017 for “repeatedly
publishing information that sows division in society.”

Your Majesty, we believe that the sentencing of Nabeel Rajab signifies the
criminalization of free speech and assembly in Bahrain as well as all forms of
political opposition to your government. We call on you and your
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government to respect the constitutional rights of Bahraini citizens and
internationally recognized standards of due process and freedom of
expression and association, and we urge you to pardon Mr. Rajab and drop
all remaining charges against him and others in similar situations.
Sincerely,

Beth Baron
MESA President
Professor, City University of New York
Amy W. Newhall
MESA Executive Director
cc:

His Excellency Shaikh Khalid bin Ali Al Khalifa
Minister of Justice, Islamic Affairs, and Awqāf
Fax +973 1753 6343
His Excellency Rashid bin Abdullah Al Khalifa
Minister of Interior
Fax +973 1757 2222

His Excellency Shaikh Khaled Bin Ahmed bin Mohamed Al Khalifa
Minister of Foreign Affairs
contactus@mofa.gov.bh
His Excellency Shaikh Abdullah Bin Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Khalifa
Ambassador of Bahrain to the United States
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ambsecretary@bahrainembassy.org

